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I. The Complaint  

The following complaint was sent to the CRTC in November 2001 and 
forwarded to the CBSC in due course: 

I and a number of other people in the Toronto area would 
really appreciate it if you could review CFNY (FM 102.1)'s 
content policies. Since the hosts of the morning show left 
earlier this year to host MOJO Radio (AM), the void has 
been filled by a show who's [sic] content is based on 
pornography: contests involving pornography, DJs telling 
how and when they had sex and with whom and in what 
position ... graphic details involving anal sex (as part of a 
phone prank they insist on playing again and again) stories 
of men who's [sic] genitalia have been split or cut off or 
whatever else horrible, graphic things they choose to repeat 
on the radio, as well as an ongoing obsession with genitalia 
and what he apparently thinks women are good for 
(apparently only one thing) by the show host Dean Blondell 
[sic]. 

We would really appreciate it if you would assist them in 
cleaning up their act. I have written to the radio station's 
management but they don't seem to be interested in this. It 
makes many of us feel ill in the mornings, but there are no 
other alternative music radio stations to listen to.  

The complainant sent the following e-mail on November 28 in response to 
the CBSC's request for more specific dates and times: 

Thank you for replying. The times and dates in question are 
Monday to Friday mornings, 5 or 6 am until 9am - a 
segment called "the Show" hosted by Dean Blondell [sic]. 
Specifically the morning segments of 1-2 weeks ago 



(November 5th - 16th) involved replaying crank telephone 
calls where the so-called crazy motel lady says that she is 
going to have her father anally rape the mother and sister of 
the radio station's crank caller ... they then proceeded to 
play the "HO' RENOVATIONS" contest, where callers 
have to listen to audio clips from porn moves and home 
renovations shows and guess which was which ... and then 
on to stories of how a man had his penis split in half, etc. as 
well as their obsession with people who walk down the 
street wearing jeans that are too tight revealing their 
genitalia through the fabric ... all in all very negative and 
hard on the stomach first thing in the morning. 

Added on to this is the continuous harping on the theme 
that an intern 'Todd' is gay and sleeps around - he goes into 
detail of how he had sex with who and when ... and the 
general theme that apparently Dean Blondell [sic] does not 
apparently like women very much, views them as only 
good for one thing (blow jobs or something like that) and 
the amazing part is the guy is supposed to be a DJ playing 
alternative music but he doesn't even like (and says that he 
doesn't) much of the music that is played during his show 
and cannot contribute anything interesting as a commentary 
to the music. I mean, this is supposed to be an alternative 
music FM radio station! 

I do not believe that when CFNY applies to renew their 
licence that they apply under the intention of broadcasting 
pornography or pornography related materials and contests.  

Thanks again for your help. 

II. Broadcaster Response  

The broadcaster responded to the complainant's letter on December 18 
with the following: 

The Canadian Broadcast Standards Council ("CBSC") has 
asked us to respond to your e-mail in which you raised the 
concerns regarding some of the content featured on our 
morning show (the "Program") on CFNY (the "Station"). 

As you know CFNY is an edgy, irreverent station that 
attracts its audience from a wide variety of listener 
backgrounds including young professionals, blue and white 
collar workers, looking for excitement in their drive to 



work in the morning. The Station's programs use a blend of 
sarcasm, humor and information and have been doing so 
for the past ten years, with a steadily growing audience. 
The Program you refer to in your e-mail is not merely a 
music program but features a combination of news, 
information, music, contests and caller participation. 

In keeping with CFNY's general style, the Program 
featured a number of humourous items on the mornings 
you make reference to, including a conversation with a 
willing participant on the Program, an irate "motel lady". 
You will appreciate that any expletives in that discussion 
were bleeped out in a timely manner. Your e-mail also 
refers to a story about a man self-injuring his penis. You 
will recall that this unusual incident, which took place in a 
remote village in the Philippines, was widely reported in all 
media, including print and broadcast, and accordingly the 
incident was relayed to our listeners during the Program. In 
addition to this and other news stories, the Program also 
featured discussions on various topical issues, including 
sexual orientation. A contest called "Ho-Renovations" was 
also featured. In our view, at no time were these 
discussions, or the contest, exploitative, explicit or 
discriminatory or contrary to the Canadian Association of 
Broadcasters codes (the "Codes"), administered by the 
CBSC. 

We appreciate that you may have found the Program to be 
in poor taste. However, the Codes clarify that "the 
broadcaster's programming responsibility does not extend 
to questions of good taste."1 The CBSC applies current 
social norms in its interpretation of the Codes. The CBSC 
has pointed out that "it will not measure questions of taste 
in terms of the Codes it administers; such questions are to 
be left for their resolution of the audience by means of the 
on/off switch. It is only when matters of taste pass the 
threshold of the Codes by reason of their abusive or 
discriminatory nature or other Code-offending nature that 
the Council will measure them against the Codes."2 In fact, 
the CBSC in a previous decision noted that even if a 
contest contains "some sexual overtones", so long as it is 
not sufficiently explicit, it will not run afoul of the 
prevailing standards of good taste.3 Accordingly, we are of 
the view that the Program did not breach the CBSC Codes. 



We regret that the Program offended you for that was not 
our intent. Please be assured that we take our 
responsibilities as a broadcaster very seriously and to that 
end work to ensure all our programming complies with the 
Broadcasting Act, the Radio Regulations and the Codes. 

We trust that the foregoing responds to the concerns raised 
in your e-mail regarding the Program. At CFNY, we 
recognize the importance of listener feedback and 
appreciate all comments. We thank you for listening to the 
Station and for taking the time to share your concerns with 
us. 

1Clause 1 - CAB Code of Ethics Commentary 
2CKVU-TV re an episode of Nightstand (CBSC Decision 96/97-0140, 
June 19, 1997) 
3CJYC-FM re Local Exotic Dance Bar Commercial (97/98-0282) 

  

   


